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e caught up with this mega-magicextravaganza in Adelaide, Australia,
where they were once again dazzling
massive audiences during a special
return engagement to the land ‘down
under.’ We also asked the cast members,
themselves, to chat a bit about their
own individual experiences of taking the
stage and performing to a sea of 5 to
7,000 people each and every night. Life
of a Rock Star? You bet!
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verything about this show is kind of not the way past
producers or promoters have ever done a show like this
before. There are butterflies and excitement and adrenalin
about this show – it’s not like a job or a gig to us. It’s a family
and I really think this is the biggest thing – it’s just never been
done like this before.
There has always been a WORLD”S
GREATEST... or MASTERS OF... or
whatever, and it’s fine, but they
are all just glorified convention
shows to me. You know, you
have your five acts with
illusion slot/variety slot/
comedy slot/MC slot/
manipulation spot and
it’s the same shit -Rinse and repeat.

- DAN SPERRY
“The AntiConjurer”

I

have to say that I am very proud to be a part of The Illusionists. Sharing the stage with such great talent really makes
you step up your game. The producer Simon Painter and
Brett Daniels cooked up this idea to create a big wonderful
touring magic show that makes magic cool again. It is filling a
need and the response has been nothing short of amazing.
For many years, Copperfield was the only big, quality magic
show touring the world. He has done less and less of that the
last several years, staying mainly in Las Vegas. So the need is
there. There is a big demand globally for quality, family friendly
entertainment. On the surface it may look like just another
magic variety show but it is much more. The sexy marketing
is brilliant. Simon asked each of us to create our character for
the show, something interesting, something that spoke to our
specialty. It was like The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen or
The Avengers but with magic.
It is promoted on the scale of a rock concert. We are playing
large venues. The Auditorio National in Mexico City normally
holds 10,000 people; we cut that down to 7,000 getting rid of
the bad seat and sight lines. We sold out every show; sometimes doing 3 shows a day!

- KEVIN JAMES
“The Inventor”

I believe The Illusionists is the best
magic show. . . ever. Sure, there have
been some great shows in the past, but
not like this one. As a professional,
there’s nothing better than working
with other professionals. It’s a joy to
share the stage with others who bring
a lifetime of performing experience to
the table. There’s a sense of gleeful anticipation when the show begins and we
all know the show is simply going to destroy an audience. What a rush!

- JEFF HOBSON
“The Trickster”

I knew this show was different from the beginning when I got the
first call from Brett and he’s always gone big. He’s always had one
of the biggest illusion shows. Then, when the producer got involved,
you could sense it was different because here was somebody who
doesn’t come from a magic family or background, which is really
refreshing because there’s no ego or whatever.
The show has everybody’s ‘A’ material, but it’s also pretty seamless –
no real down time. As one act is leaving the other is coming on and
it’s relentless. We have the live band as well which helps. They can
jam a bit whenever there is a 20 second blackout or scene change.
That just adds a whole other element to the whole thing. Having a
live band really helps for improvisation as well. It has a late night
talk show feel to it when Hobson is out or I’m doing a talking piece.
The musicians are great. They watched our acts on video beforehand, and composed a lot of music as well as combining what we
use, such as Kevin’s Chaplin routine, where they listened to the original music and play it live.
What’s great about this producer is that since he has no connection
to magic, he doesn’t give a shit if an act is a well known “convention act”. If it doesn’t work in front of a live audience, it’s not in the
show. If it’s shit and sucks, it’s out. It all benefits the show, and
what is best for the show.

- DAN SPERRY
“The AntiConjurer”

W

hen I sat down with Brett Daniels and Neil Dorward over 22 months ago and started talking
about creating a illusion based show for a new generation I could not have possibly imagined the success it would have achieved in such a short amount of time. The most pleasurable part about this journey so far has been the diversity of the crowd we have performed to: From
young to old, regular theatre goers to first timers, married couples, teenagers and about everyone
in between it seems that magic is now as much as ever capturing the imagination of every corner of
society.
The production for those of you who have not seen it has evolved tremendously since its first performance at the Sydney Opera House, but the important components have stayed the same. There is an
amazing live band (Z) who are Nas’s touring band and have become as much of an important part of
the show as the magic itself. Their eclectic mix of rock, electro and hip hop gives the show an absolutely cutting edge sound that is infectious from the first note. The use of live video projection with
multiple cameras (not just for the close up) also gives the show a very TV modern feel that gives the
audience multiple perspectives and without doubt enhances the viewing experience.
The production was designed to be fast paced, larger than life and not take itself too seriously. One
of the comments I hear regularly is that people didn’t realize just how funny the show was going to
be. Above all else the show focuses on being bloody good entertainment which was very important
to me from the get go. I wanted to exceed the expectations of what the audiences thought they were
coming to see. (I certainly hope I have)
More than anything else I feel so absolutely privileged to have worked with some of the greatest
magical minds of our generation. A year ago these people were strangers to me and now this incredible cast have become friends and collaborators on a journey that for now seems to be getting better
and better. It is without doubt the strength of the cast that has made this show what it has become
and not a day goes by that I don’t forget it.

- SIMON PAINTER
Executive Producer

JEFF McBRIDE
“The Shaman”

Brisbane, Australia.

MARK KALIN
“The Gentleman”

I absolutely ADORE being on The Illusionists tour! The boys don’t even try to filter themselves any
more when they’re around me. I’m sort of like the sister that they know won’t tell on them. : )
Let’s see, if I had to describe some of the other cast members... Brett’s the so called “Big Bear’, but really more of a “Baby Bear. Kevin is like the teacher you don’t want to get in trouble with. Dan is “Producer’s Pet.” : ) Andrew is the “Good Boy.” Mark is everyone’s friend. And Hobson is like the weird,
visiting uncle! Oh, and Sperry and my daughter, Parker, share a love for the TV show, “Dance Moms!”

- Jinger Leigh
“The Enchantress”

Press conference at the Auditorio National in Mexico City

Panama City

ANDREW BASSO
“The Escapologist”

It began with producer, Simon Painter, and I discussing
and selling the show and its concept to the Sydney Opera House. We flew to Sydney and pitched it in August
2011. I became the show’s Illusion Director, as well as
suggesting and contacting/negotiating with the specific
magic talent in the show. A few month’s later, Neil Dorward, our overall Show Director, came aboard, and together the concept developed to its current, but always
evolving state.

During the past decade, I’ve toured with my
own big illusion show extensively in China...
large arenas,etc... so I knew, of course, that
magic had an international appeal. That
said, this show has become a juggernaut,
with a level of success and prestige that
hasn’t been previously seen by any other
ensemble magic project.

- BRETT DANIELS
“The Grand Illusionist”

I

nstead of seeing one performer do a two hour show, with us you get to see 5 to 7 headliners all performing their best material. We have an ensemble opening and closing and
we are constantly working on other ways to help each other out onstage. We work hard
to create good transitions and ensemble moments.
Personally for me, it has been a great exercise in experimentation and growth. I would
have never thought I could wear white onstage. Simon insisted on it. I embraced it and
now I cannot imagine it any other way. He had another vision and he opened my mind. I
am also experimenting with changing my facial hair to tweak the character of the Inventor.
I am constantly creating new material for me to do in the show but through the lens of my
character. Creating plots and routines that I can envision The Inventor performing. I am
trying to make the new material drive the character forward. Making everything Inventorlike.
You have to understand, this is a really big show. When we travel it is with 4 semi trailers
and the cast and crew is close to 30 people. We use concert trussing and the local crew
is about 20 people. It is a big machine to move. We all do press conferences and TV programs before the show opens in each city. And, at this point, we’re getting pretty good at
it.

- KEVIN JAMES
“The Inventor”

T

he Illusionists has so many additional elements and logistics to contend with... video, live music
etc. Sometimes, after the rest of the cast has left the building, I and my crew are there for up to
12 more hours...that was in Columbia...a real nightmare...tough building...It had small doors that
we had to get illusions and cases through, steps to traverse, corners, then we had load everything
back into containers, and go straight to the airport to load a damn airplane!!! Toughest gig of my life!
We all truly get along great. I think we pull for each other and want all the acts to work. But every
now and then there’s some fun, healthy competition and one-upsmanship...all good for the show.
And we all feel like rock stars for the moment in each of the cities we play. Full arenas, 6,000+ audiences with everyone screaming - Yes, it certainly feels like a rock and roll show. I think Sperry specifically is a magic (anti-conjurorly speaking) rock star, or soon will be a household name. I hate him!
(laughing.)
The future holds lots of great opportunities for this show... maybe TV, more international touring
,perhaps a USA “sit down” or tour, “up the ante” a bit by taking the show and concept to a yet higher
level...this is one show where “magic” is THE thing, as opposed to a “commodity” which it often is. It’s
been an amazing year or so and there’s no end in sight.

- Brett Daniels

“The Grand Illusionist”

T

here are some funny backstage pranks that occasionally happen that we do just to
entertain ourselves. Dan Sperry
and Brett Daniels are especially
funny with that. One day Sperry
found a walker and put it if front
of Brett’s dressing room. We all
laughed pretty hard at that one.

- KEVIN JAMES
“The Inventor”

I

am the host, and translator when we play the Latin speaking countries, as well as presenting
several of my own signature effects bits like “Card in stomach” and another where I use a deadly
scorpion to reveal a selected tarot card selected by an audience member.

In this type of show you have to be very focused because anything could happen at any time, and
frequently does. This show is not the typical “ do your act and wait til the show is over”; rather this is a
show format that is constructed of little pieces, with each of us playing an integral part, so it all has to
run like clockwork.
You also have to be ready to give interviews at any moment – whether you’re arriving at an airport,
leaving the show, or even just before the show begins. You have to be very organized and aware
of your settings, and you can´t just expect to show up at the last moment for your set, you have to
always be early, ready to go.
I’ve learned that the goal of giving interviews is not to show off your own career, but to promote the
show and team as a whole, and the venue to maximize ticket sales. And you should always have a
demo reel with you because the TV guys sometimes never receive the video in time. And, of course,
always carry card tricks that will play on camera. While that may seem obvious, you should think of
them as eye candy more than a “brain smasher.”

- JOAQUIN KOTKIN
“The Surrealist”

JeffMcBride
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s I type these words, a sold out crowd of over 2000 are experiencing Jeff
Hobson’s egg bag routine for the very first time, and the echoes of people
laughing until they can’t breath are reverberating across the theatre. I
didn’t intend to single out one particular person right now, as one of the greatest
strengths in this production is that every audience member likes all the different
acts, but he is absolutely KILLING IT right now!!! :)
I would like to sincerely thank everyone in the magic community for supporting
this production so enthusiastically. We could not have had the success we have
enjoyed without the continued support of the magic community as a whole, publicizing and creating excitement for this production. I really do hope that in its own
small way, THE ILLUSIONISTS can help keep stage magic at the forefront of the
entertainment industry where it so rightly belongs.

- Simon Painter
Executive
Producer
-- JOAQUIN
KOTKIN
KEVIN JAMES
“The Surrealist:
mnm,mn “The Inventor”
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